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Model for Magnetization Transfer
To obtain the expression for the HYPER-BIPO-NOE buildup, we use a three-spin system to derive the analytical solution for signal intensity evolution in a competitive binding experiment.
We consider a competitive binding experiment of two ligands to a protein, To estimate the signal intensities observed in a NMR experiment, we use one spin for ligand 1, ligand 2 and protein, respectively. Further, we assume that exchange is fast compared to chemical shift and compared to spin relaxation, and that consequently, the system is kinetically at equilibrium at all times.
The vector of signal intensities is Here, L1 is unbound ligand 1, L2 is unbound ligand 2, PL1 is the protein when bound to ligand 1, L1P is ligand 1 when bound to protein, PL2 is protein when bound to ligand 2, L2P is ligand 2 when bound to protein, and P is unbound protein.
The relaxation matrix is given by The terms ρ are auto-relaxation rate constants for the respective species. σ 1 is the crossrelaxation rate constant between ligand 1 and protein, and σ 2 the cross-relaxation rate constant between ligand 2 and protein.
The kinetic matrix is Quantities in square brackets are concentrations, which are constant, since the system is kinetically in equilibrium state. Using the above definitions, the time evolution of signal intensity is given by
Loosely following, [1] since exchange is on a faster time scale than spin relaxation, Equation
S.6 can be simplified by finding a matrix V that diagonalizes K. An explicit solution is 
The matrix exponential in Equation S.13 would be simplified by a second transformation that block diagonalizes † † KR  into a 3×3 and a 4×4 block. Analogous to the treatment in, [2] but with higher dimensionality, we consider † R as a small perturbation on † K . As in perturbation theory, [2] we write † † 23
ζ is a parameter to keep track of the order, and the matrices W are the corrections to the eigenvectors of † K . By definition, the matrices D are block diagonal, and the diagonal block elements of W are chosen to be 0. The first order correction is found by comparing the terms in ζ on both sides of Equation S.14.
Writing every matrix in block form 
The property that the upper right block of 3x4 elements in Equations S.27 and S.28 is equal to zero appears non-trivial, but can be verified explicitly from Equations S.7 and S.24. 
Since the system is kinetically in the steady state, 
It may further be useful to define the parameters that describe the concentration fraction of species that are bound or unbound: 
Equations S.54 and S.55 are valid in the absence of radio-frequency pulses. For experimental measurement of I L1 and I L2 , however, a RF pulse with flip angle α converts a fraction sin(α) of the total longitudinal magnetization into a coherence for detection. A fraction β=cos(α) of the longitudinal magnetization is preserved for following scans. Additionally, depending on the conditions for sample injection prior to the NMR experiment, mixing between the sample inside and outside the active coil region can result in a factor β' that is larger than β.
[8a] The experimental signal intensities of the k th scan then become:
where β i ' is the fraction of polarization preserved in scan i. 
is found. Further, in the limit that r P >> r 1 , r 2 and r 1 ≈ r 2 , Equation S.59 can be simplified to
predicting a linear dependence of the signal on time, which also holds for longer times.
Calculation of Transferred Magnetization
To validate the model, numerical calculations were carried out using Equations S.3-S.6
("7×7 matrix"), as well as using Equations 1-3 from the text ("3×3 matrix"). These calculations : Simulated signal intensities of L 2 relative to the signal intensity of L 1 with the 7×7 evolution matrix (green), 3×3 evolution matrix (violet), Equations S.54-S.58 (blue) and Equation (4) (yellow). The lower panel shows the difference from the calculation using the 7×7 evolution matrix. Figure S3 : Buildup of the calculated (unfilled symbols) and experimental (filled symbols) signal integrals for the best pair which is described in the main text. The calculated peak integrals were calculated with our home written program. The integrals of peaks of ligand 2 were normalized as described in the caption of Figure 3d ). The INPHARMA buildup curve was measured by small flip angle pulses. The polarized sample was transferred from the polarizer to the home-built sample injector for a transfer time (t t ). The sample was injected from the injection loop to a 5 mm NMR tube, which was preinstalled in a 400 MHz NMR spectrometer. NMR experiment was triggered after an injection time (t i ) of 445 ms. After injection and sample mixing, a waiting time of 2 s in single scan experiments (Figure 2 ), and 400 ms in small flip angle excitation experiments (Figure 3 ) allowed for sample stabilization (t s ) and NOE transfer. During the stabilization times, presaturation was applied for 400 ms at the resonance frequency of DMSO at 2.68 ppm. The carrier frequency was set to the resonance frequency of water. The water resonance was selectively excited by EBURP2 shaped π/2 pulses of 20 ms duration, and dephased by randomized pulsed field gradients G x , G y or G z (25..35 G/cm, 1 ms). This solvent suppression scheme was sufficiently selective, since the resonance frequency difference between water and the nearest protons of interest was 250 Hz. After a hard π/2 pulse or 20.7° (α x ) pulse, 4096 data points were collected over 320 ms. Time interval between acquisitions was 0.4 s. The NMR data was processed using the TOPSPIN 3.0 program (Bruker Biospin).
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